
Thinking about winter climbing i n Europe, several
places come to mind: Scotland, Scotland and.,,
scotland. well, of course there is also winter fun
on alpine walls like the Grandes Jorasses, but
it is Scotland that is synonymous with winter
climbing...especially for maniacs focused on
mixed climbing.
So, why not visit the Polish Tatras during
winter?
The rock climbing is really fantastic and although
not very big, and not very famous, the Tatras in
winter are the peńect place to find hard climbing
in real alpine surroundings,

Let's stań at the beginning
Poland is situated to the east of Germany and
north of the Czech and Slovak Republics.
Although most Europeans (ltalians in particular)
have heard of the Pope and Zibi Boniek there
are still some who believe that we have white
bears in Poland walking along the streets. Well,
we don't, and we never have had. For those who
are better in{ormed - l confirm that we recently
joined the European Community.
one more confirmation - addressed to climbers
- we have some climbing areas down here
- even if they are not as famous as Arco or the
Tre Cime,
One of the areas l am thinking of, are the
Tatra mountains (divided between Poland and
Slovakia with most valleys on the Slovakian

side); mountains that have peaks no higher than
2800 meters, and there are no glaciers here
(there are rumours from time to time that we
have some small glaciers but l wouldn't believe
that) and relatively shoń rock-faces.
What you will find instead, is the best grass
climbing in the world.
The Tatras are divided geologically into two
pańs:the Western Tatras, which are a limestone
area (the real kingdom of grass climbing)
and the eastern granite pań - called the High
Tatras. ln the western Tatras it is forbidden to
climb and it is therefore perceived by cllmbers
to be a challenge.,. ln the mid-eighties the
NationalTatra park excluded the western Tatras
from being climbed. Despite the fact that no
climbing is allowed there, people do, therefore
negotiations between the Park and the climbing
community are prolonged year after year,
As l have just said: people do climb there, but
only at their own risk. lt must be borne in mind
that by law the Park Rangers can fine climbers
who are caught.
"So, why does one climb ln the Western
Tatras?" you wil| probably ask. Because ri's fun.
Walls from 150 (like Malolackie Turnie) up to 600
meters (Giewont - the most famous Taira Peak
just above the city of Zakopane] o-3l, },o.r the
best veńical grass ciimbing coss D .
You will still ask: "How is it ccs,<: .:: : -c on
grass?" Well, when there,s .a a . -a -: r-c' ,n.
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GRAss ls BUzz!
The Polish Tatras in winter
,akub Radziej*iłsk:
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Joroslow Mozur during the osceni of Diretiissimo (ó+) on Gewont in Western latros (Jokub Radzieiowski)
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"How is it possible to climb on grass?" Well, when there
''t -

is no alpine ice and firn: when it takes twenty hours by
car to reach Chamonix to enjoy alpine snow conditions,
one is happy with what is accessib|e at home. Moreover
grass offers something which cannot be found anywhere
else - l am still talking of climbing and not drugs!
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when it takes twenty hours by car to reach Chamonix
to enjoy alpine snow conditions, one is happy with
what is accessible at home, Moreover, grass offers
something which cannot be found anywhere else - |

am still ialking of climbing and not drugs! All that
is needed are two ice axes, a pair of crampons, a
couple of thin pitons, nuts, friends and... screws
made especially for grass climbing. At first we used
screws made by Salewa (similar screws are now
being produced by a Scottish firm). Then, according
to an old Polish saying that "necessity is the mother
of invention", Poles developed home manufacturers
that produce them for winter maniacs. When we
show these 9rass-screws to foreigners, they usually
step back in horror fully convinced that we obviously
have a screw loose..
Climbing in the Tatras does not only mean being
on grass all ihe time. You can say that grass plays
the role of holds and footholds, and if the grass is
beyond reach, it leaves nothing but drytooling.
lf you are asking: "Can we only climb on grass in the
western Tatras where it is forbidden? l don't want to
break the law." I will answer: of course not - the High
Tatras will also fulfil your grassy dream.

A brief history of winter climbing !n the Polish
Tatras. Kazalnica
The history of winter climbing in the Tatras is
more or less similar to the history of every massif
around the world. Although Tatras alpinism (we
call ii "taternictwo" which can be translated as
"taternism") is younger than Alpine climbing, all the
Tatras' summits were conquered before the First
World War,

When modern alpinism was developing around ihe
world, Polish climbers could not participate due to
the restrictions imposed on all citizens of communist
regimes. There was simply no free movement outside
the country and for this reason Polish climbers had
to focus on the exploration of their own back-yard,
ln the fifties the hardest walls such as kazalnica saw
the first winter ascents. ln 1962 the problem of all
problems - The Pillar of Kazalnica - was climbed for
ihe first time in summer but had to wait until 1973 for
its first winter ascent in alpine style.
ln 1964 Andrzej Heinrich and Eugeniusz Chrobak

set up another Summer route on Kazalnica. The
line soon became mytHical and some members of
the climbing communit!'dblieve that it is one of the
hardest lines in Europe. ln January 1968 two young
climbers, (during their winter holidays in the Morskie

Oko refuge, the only climbers around in such adverse
weather conditions), decided to attack this line with
gear that for western European climbers in the
sixties would only have had antique value, Wojciech
Jedlinski and Tadeusz Piotrowski (the latter known
later for a couple of first winter ascents on Trollwall
in Norway and a new alpine style route on K2 set up
with Jerzy Kukuczka), spent five days on the wall of
Kazalnica in stormy conditions, losing evefihing a
climber can lose during an ascent.
The wall gave the other best Polish alpine and
Himalayan climbers a hard time too. Kazalnica was a
testing ground for names such as Kuńyka, Kukuczka,
Wielicki and many more. Anyone who wanted to join
the "Polish School of Suffering" (ironical name for the
Polish style of climbing invented and described by
Kuriyka) had to prove himself on Kazalnica. Andrzej
Zawada, world known climber and leader of many
Himalayan winter expeditions, used to say: "Tell me
what you have climbed on Kazalnica in winter and l

willtell you who you are as a climber".
At this time some poles had winter successes in
the Alps such as: the first winter ascent of the north
east pillar of Les Droites (1963) or the first winter
ascent of Le Grand Pilier d'Angle (1971) - among
the climbers were zawada and piotrowski. These
successes confirmed that the ascents suffered on
Kazalnica were solid preparation for the toughest
winter conditions in ihe Alps,
Now you probably understand why suffering is pań
of our naiional pride...
The seventies and eighiies brought several extreme
winter routes on Kazalnica and the nearby Kocioł, or
Cubryna - mentioning only the routes on Kazalnica:
Wielkie Zaciecie (Grand Corner), Superparanoia (an
apt name for the route) or Wish You Were Here, that
could very well be compared to the alpine extreme
ascents of those years,
This was the era of the greatest Himalayan
successes carried out in typical Polish style. The best
siudents of 'The Polish School of Suffering' such as
Kukuczka, Kuttyka, Wielicki, Piotrowski and many
more transferred their Kazalnica winter experience
into the hardest routes climbed in the Himalayas and
Karakorum. First winter ascents of all the 8000 meters
peaks that were already conquered (from Mt.Everest
in 1980 to Shisha Pangma in 2005), new routes on
the biggest Himalayan and Karakorum walls, the still
unresolved problems (Shining Wall of Gasherbrum
lV Magic Line and Piotrowski-Kukuczka's route on
K2, traverse of Broad Peak etc.) - all this would not
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have happened without having spent many winter
months in the Tatras.
The nineties in Poland was the era of early capitalism
and opened borders that offered new challenges to
Polish climbers. lt was the best time to make money
and set up one's own business. So the most talented
and the best-known names channelled their talents
in different directions. This had a direct impact on
what was going on in the Tatras in those years.
The nineties created our'Dream Team' made up of
Janusz Golab, Jacek Fluder and Stanislaw Piecuch
rvho made the fastest ascents on some kazalnica
extreme walls. The 'Dream Team' was also known
rvorld-wide from winter ascents of Manitua on
the Grandes Jorasses, Archwall on Trollveggen in
Norway and some new routes around the world like
Kedar Dome in the Himalayas, or Home speed home
on ihe west face of the Dru. However they were
somewhat solitary in their success as others of their
generation were busy building up businesses. There
tvas a big generation gap. Only the beginning of the
new century marked the return of 'The School of
suffering', but in a slightly different version.
From the mid-eighties, climbers from Zakopane and
others who were climbing mosily in the Western
Tatras, started something which became known as

"winter free climbing". The objective was no longer
to reach the summit, What counted was the style
adopted and this did not permit the use of pitons
unless as protection. The Western Tatras with a lot of
grassy walls were peńect to practise something that
all Europeans call "mixed climbing". With a slight
difference - instead of alpine rock and ice we were
climbing on rock and grass. Zakopane too|ers like
Jan Muskat or Jacek Jania can easily be considered
the fathers of Tatras winter free climbing. This style
became the new generation's ambition.
We move our attention to the best va|ley of all

- Morskie Oko (Yes! Kazalnica is right here!), pańly
because of the illegality of climbing in the Western
Tatras and the fact that most of the classic routes
there are winter free already (there are still some
good aid routes, though). Actually it was only in

2OO2/2OO3 that some climbers started to talk openly
about climbing winter routes free and already settin9
up new ones in this style. In the season ot 2004/2005
some of the older routes on Kocioł, Kazalnicy (lower,

left pań of Kazalnica) were climbed free.
But to the surprise of some - an argument emerged:
the main objection is based on the statement that if

we use ice axes and crampons we cannot say that
we climb "winter free" because it is not free ai the
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very basic level ("free climbing" uses only hands and
feet) and it is no longer valid if screws and ice-axes
are used.
The discussion is still going on but the number of
climbers that appear to prefer to use only ice-axes
(without using protection to move up) during the
last winter season proves the success of free mixed
winter climbing,
The last season brought the first almost free winter
ascent of kazalnica with the combination of two
routes and many more ascents like this on the other
walls.
To illustrate how young our "winter free" climbing is
(compared to Scotland or some routes in the Alps),
l need to say that we still don't know what kind of
grades should be given - M-grade or Scottish? ln
practice we don't know them. Or maybe our old
summer grade system is better (similar to UlM)?
The indirect solution is to indicate the difficulties with
the Arabic system (1 to 8 up to now) adding three
letters if necessary (W - for demanding protection,
R - for risky protection and X - if the pitch is a one-
way ticket...). But this is only the result of last year's
discussions...the question remains open.

Where to climb... apań from Kazalnica of
course!
You may ask: "OK, so Tatra climbing is only
Kazalnica?" and l will have to reply: Of course not,
but kazalnica is what counts most for polish Tatra
climbers. You can climb the hardest routes on nearby
walls in the same valley, in the Western Tatras or on
the Slovakian side, but to show you know how to
really suffer, you have to feel the pain of "Zerwa" in
winter.
The best valley is Morskie Oko ("Eye of the Sea")
which in my opinion should be the main reason to
visit the Polish Tatras. lt is a place of breathtaking
natural beauty with a lake at the centre giving its
name to the valley. With the refuge c|ose to the walls
this is a perfect place to spend a weekend or more.
Here there are several fantastic winter walls from 150
meters of easy, practice climbing to extreme multi-
day routes on Kazalnica.
The shoń walls of Mnichowe,Baby ("Monk's women")
offer routes up to 180 meters of perfect grass
climbing. Last season Ąhe worldłamous Slovenian
climber, Marko prezelj|l set up a new winter free
combination that he graddd around Scottish "8"
(Slovenian Variations), On the same wall you can
climb one of the very few ice lines in the Tatras - the

Kurtyka's Cou|oir (Wl 4+, 100m).
To the left of Monk's, is Cubryna with routes which
are peńect for beginners (right hand Pillar (700m, 4)

but also for winter maniacs wishing to suffer, like the
Direitissima (5+, A2+) or the route that hasn't even
seen a winter ascent attempt: Czas Pogardy fl-he
Time of Contempt, Vll, A3+) whose first summer
ascent in 2004 took 10 days! Some of them will
always be aided at least partly and some will stay
evergreen classics. But some will soon see their first
winter free ascents.,. hopefully!
The visitor who sees the valley for the first time is
overwhelmed by the immensity of one of its walls
- the nońh face of Mieguszowiecki Szczyt (900m).
A long wall with a lot of easy ground, gives the
opportunity to spend a brilliant alpine day or two.
The summit from the nońh offers five interesting
routes with the sixth - the longest, The Pillar that
reaches 1200 meters of alpine adventure. The
easiest - the Classic on the nońh face is a peńect
choice for beginners - easy (graded around 3) with
a lot of snow, allows you to move as fast as you
can, conditions permitting of course. The hardest

Her Moiesty Kozolnico (Jakub Radzieiowski)
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- Superdirettisima is a route set up by a team led by
Wojciech Kurtyka with difficulties around 5, A0 and
one pitch of hard ice climbing at the beginning. The
longesi - The Pillar (5) is an adventure lasting two
days, even for most of the experienced teams. And
then, further to the left - you move to the upper pań
of the valley with the hardest and the best.,.
Kazalnicaand Kocioł Kazalnicy are synonymous with
hard climbing in the Tatras. These offer more then 40
routes and combinations on both walls, which can
satisfy the most demanding climbers. However there
is not much space left for logical new lines on the
walls.
Kazalnica also offers golden classic routes, easier
ones, like Lapinski-Paszucha (5+, A0) and Dlugosz
(6, 41), through the best of the best: The Pillar (lX+
in the summeą 6, A1 in winter), to some extremes
as the above-mentioned Superparanoia (5, A2+) or
Wish you were here (6, A3). The wall of Kazalnica (up
to 450 meters of winter climbing) is the ambition of
every winter warrior. Everyone can find a lifetime's
ambition there which will deprive them of sleep
for many nights in a row, The left side of the wall
- Kocioł Kazalnicy, with routes up to 250 meters

from the easiest on the left side to the hardest never-
to-be freed aid extremes on the right side - gives
the grassy winter climber an oppońunity for great
satisfaction,
of course Morskie oko in winter offers several other
great walls from the easy Niznie Rysy 700 m on the
nońh west face, through the seldom repeated north
faces of Wolowa Turnia and ZTM (both around 350m)
to the east face of Mieguszowiecki Szczyt (350m).
All of these offer a full range of routes that will not
leave any climber unsatisfied.

lt is not easy to encourage climbers accustomed to
the Tre Cime, Marmolada or Mont Blanc to come to
this suspicious grassy land, as the Tatras may seem
at first sight. ln winter bad weather is always a risk,
but if you are lucky with the weather and "alpine
ice" sounds boringly similar to what you did last
year, come and see for yourselves, The grass will be
waiting for you. lf you don't come, you will never
know what you have missed.
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Gross is Buzz- on the eosy route close to the Refuge. (Jakub Radzieiowski)


